Just the Right Word
Improve each sentence by crossing out the words in bold and replacing
them with a word from the word list. Write the word on the line.

Word list: brief - pleasure - stare - rinse - spread - behave - stream - relief
1. The singer was on stage at the outdoor concert for only a quick
______________ period before the rain started.

2. Aspirin can provide quick remedy ______________ for a headache.

3. Her notes were fanned out ______________ all over the desk.

4. People flooded ______________ into the hall.

5. Angelina glared _______________ at her computer screen, wondering what
to do next.

6. Albert cleansed ________________ out his mug and then refilled it with
coffee.

7. The experiment tested how various metals act ______________ under heat
and pressure.

8. The children grinned with delight ______________ when I gave them the
candy.
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Just the Right Word
Improve each sentence by crossing out the words in bold and replacing
them with a word from the word list. Write the word on the line.

Word list: brief - pleasure - stare - rinse - spread - behave - stream - relief
1. The singer was on stage at the outdoor concert for only a quick brief period
before the rain started.

2. Aspirin can provide quick remedy relief for a headache.

3. Her notes were fanned out spread all over the desk.

4. People flooded streamed into the hall.

5. Angelina glared stared at her computer screen, wondering what to do next.

6. Albert cleansed rinsed out his mug and then refilled it with coffee.

7. The experiment tested how various metals act behave under heat and
pressure.

8. The children grinned with delight pleasure when I gave them the candy.
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